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Abstract 
The spectrum for the decomposition f K,, into partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle systems and 
partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle systems is determined, except for four isolated cases. (The non- 
partitionable cases were done by Lindner, Phelps and Rodger (1991) and by Adams and 
Billington (1994), respectively.) Moreover, the spectra for both 3-perfect 8-cycle systems and 
partitionable 3-perfect 8-cycle systems are also determined. 
1. Introduction 
Much work has now been done on the decomposition of the complete graph K~ 
into cycles Cm of length m. Nevertheless, it is still not known whether the obvious 
necessary conditions, that 
(1) v is odd (so each vertex of Kv has even degree), 
(2) v>~m (so there are enough vertices to form m-cycles), and 
(3) v(v -  1)/2 _~ 0 (modm) (so that the number of edges in K,~ is divisible by the 
cycle length m), 
are indeed sufficient for such an edge-disjoint decomposition of K~ into m-cycles to 
exist. See [8] for a splendid survey, and other references therein. 
If K~ admits an edge-disjoint decomposition i to cycles of length m, we say that 
there exists an m-cycle system of order v. The set of all integers v for which an m- 
cycle system of order v exists is called the spectrum for m-cycle systems. So, in other 
words, the problem of determining the spectrum for m-cycle systems, for all m, is still 
incomplete. 
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A further estriction that is sometimes imposed on the m-cycle system is that it be 
/-perfect. This is defined as follows: 
Formally, we may define an m-cycle system of K~, to be a pair (V, C) where V is 
the vertex set of K~, and C is the set of edge-disjoint m-cycles which partition the 
edge-set of K~. For each cycle c E C, let c(i) denote the graph formed from c by 
joining all vertices in c at distance i. Thus c(i) consists of the same m vertices as c, 
and m (different) edges. Note that if the cycle length m is relatively prime to i, then 
c(i) will be another m-cycle. In our cases, when the cycle length m is 6, then c(2) 
consists of two triangles (or 3-cycles), and when m is 8, c(2) consists of two 4-cycles, 
whereas c(3) consists of another 8-cycle. 
Let C(i) = {c(i) ] c ¢ C}. Now, given an m-cycle system (V, C), if the pair (V, C(i)) 
is also a cycle system (possibly with a different cycle length, if m is not prime to i), 
then we say that (V, C) is an i-perfect m-cycle system (of order IV[ = v). Obviously 
if (V,C) is/-perfect, then it is also (m - /)-perfect. 
There are no additional obvious necessary requirements on v for existence of an 
/-perfect m-cycle system of order v, besides the ones for existence of an (ordinary) 
m-cycle system given above. Work done on perfect cycle systems is also surveyed in 
[8]. In particular, in [7] it is shown that the spectrum for 2-perfect 6-cycle systems is 
{v [ v = 1 or 9(mod 12), v ~ 9}, and in [1], it is shown that the spectrum for 2-perfect 
8-cycle systems is {v [ v ~ 1 (mod 16)}. 
One interest in 2-perfect cycle systems has been through their associated quasigroups 
(see [6,8]). Moreover, cycle systems have been used in the design of experiments for 
use in serology, and additional properties, such as being 2-perfect, have applications 
here also; see for instance [4, 5]. 
A second requirement on an/-perfect cycle system that we consider in this paper is 
that of being partitionable. This means that in the/-perfect m-cycle system (V, C), the 
set of m-cycles C can be written as the disjoint union of C1 and C2 so that the cycles 
Cl U Cl (i) precisely cover all the edges of K,, and the cycles C2 U C2(i) precisely cover 
all the edges of K~.. It is clear that for this to happen, there must be an even number 
of cycles in the decomposition, so the obvious necessary conditions are (1) and (2) as 
above, together with 
(3') v(v - 1)/4 = 0(modm) (so the number of cycles is even). 
Of course, since (V, C) = (V, Cl U C2 ) is/-perfect, we already know that both C1 U C2 
and Cl( i)U C2(i) each precisely cover the edges of K,. 
The concept of partitionability has been considered previously; the spectrum for 
partitionable nested Steiner triple systems was found in [3]. 
A small example (which we need later) will serve to illustrate this further, but 
first a remark on notation. We write cycles of length m as (xl,x2 .. . . .  Xm), where the 
edges are {xi,xi+l}, l<~i<<.m - 1, and {Xl,Xm}. Moreover, we write, for brevity, the 
cycle (xl + i, x2 + i . . . . .  Xm + i) (where entries are often taken modulo some value) as 
(Xl,X2 .. . . .  Xm) + i. 
Example 1.1. A partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle system of order 33 is given by 
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(V, C1 U C2), where V = 7/33 and Cj, C2 are each given cyclically, modulo 33: 
and 
C1 --- {(0, 1,3,20,26, 13, 18,22) + i [ i ~ 7/33} 
C2 = {(0,3, 17,32,22, 10 ,2 ,9 )+ i l i  E 7/33}. 
Note that the cycles in CI cover the differences :kl,2, 16,6, 13,5,4, I l (mod 33) and the 
cycles in Cl(2) (which are 4-cycles, (0,3,26, 18)+i  and (1,20, 13,22)+ i) cover the 
differences ~3, 10,8, 15, 14,7,9, 12 (rood 33). Thus the cycles in Ct and Cl(2) together 
cover all the edges of K33. 
Similarly, the reader may check that 6"2 U C2(2), C1 U C2 and Cl(2) U (72(2) also 
have this property, so that the system is indeed a partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle system 
of order 33. 
Note that 6 is the smallest value of the cycle length m for which partitionable perfect 
m-cycle systems are currently unknown. When m = 3, the system is of course a Steiner 
triple system, and partitionability is not possible. When m = 4, no 2-perfect m-cycle 
systems can possibly exist. When m = 5, a partitionable 2-perfect 5-cycle system 
(or a Steiner pentagon system - -  see [8]) is obtained from a 2-design $1(2,5,v). (A 
block {1,2,3,4,5} yields the cycle (1,2,3,4,5), with distance 2 cycle (1,3,5,2,4).) 
The spectrum is the same. 
In this paper we concentrate on even cycle length, and obtain the spectrum for 
• partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle systems (all v - 1,9(mod24), v > 9, except 
possibly 81 ); 
• partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle systems (all v =_ l(mod32) except possibly 193, 
289, 353); 
• partitionable and not-necessarily-partitionable 3-perfect 8-cycle systems 
(v -  l(mod32), v -  l(mod 16) respectively). 
The spectra, in the not-necessarily-partitionable cas , for 2-perfect 6-cycle systems 
was first found in [7], and that for 2-perfect 8-cycle systems in [1]. 
2. The construction 
We take a group divisible design, GD(K, ft, M;v ) ,  of order v, to be a partition 
of a v-set into groups of sizes w, E M so that blocks are subsets of sizes ki E 
K, and such that each pair of elements chosen from different groups belongs to 
2 blocks, while any pair of elements from the same group does not occur in any 
block. 
A partitionable /-perfect m-cycle system of Kl, l ..... t (an n-partite graph on nl ele- 
ments) is an edge-disjoint decomposition of Kl.l ..... l into m-cycles Cl U C2 such that 
(as for Kn), CI U C2, Cl( i )  U C2(i), C1 U Cl( i )  and C2 U C2(i) are each edge-disjoint 
decompositions of Kl.l ..... /. 
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Noting that we want v - 1 or 9(mod24) or l(mod32) or l (modl6),  we let 
v = 1 + 8s. Let the vertex set of Kv be 
V = {c~} U {(i,j) I 1 <~i<~s, 1~<j~<8}. 
Suppose that a group divisible design GD(K, 1,M;s) exists where K_C{3,4}, and sup- 
pose that for w E M, there exists a partitionable perfect m-cycle system of order 8w+ 1. 
Moreover, if {3} C K, then let a partitionable perfect m-cycle system of K8,8,8 exist, 
while if {4} C K, let a partitionable perfect m-cycle system of K8.8,8,8 exist. 
Take the GD(K, 1,M;s) on the set {1,2 ..... s}. For each group {i1,i2 .. . . .  iw} with 
w E M, take a copy of a partitionable perfect m-cycle system of order 8w + 1 on the 
set 
{oo} U {(it,J) I l<~l<~w, 1 ~<j~<8}. 
Also, for each block {a, b, c} or { a, b, c, d} of the group divisible design, take a copy 
of a partitionable/-perfect m-cycle system of K8,8,8 or of/(8,8,8,8 on the set 
B = {(a,j) I 1 ~<j~<8} U {(b,j) ] 1 ~<j~<8} U {(c,j) I 1 ~<j~<8} 
or on the set 
BU{(d, j ) ]  I<~j<~8}, 
respectively. 
The result is a partitionable perfect m-cycle system of order v. 
3. The case m = 6 
For the general (non-partitionable) case, see [7]. 
Example 3.1. There exist partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle systems ofK8,8,8 and ofK8,8,8,8. 
For/£8,8,8 we take (V, C1 U C2) where 
V : {il,i2 I 0~<i~<3} U {i3,i4 I 0~<i~<3} U {i5,i6 I 0~<i~<3} 
and C1 U C2 are as follows, cycled modulo 4, subscripts fixed: 
C1 (01,03,05,02, 13,25), (01,23,06,02,33,26), (01,04, 15,02, 14,35), 
(01,24, 16,02,34,36); 
C2 (01, 13,35,02,23, 15), (01,33,36,02,03, 16), (01, 14,26,02,24,06), 
(01,34, 25, 02, 04, 05 ). 
For/('8,8,8,8, we have (V, C1 U C2) where this time 
4 
V = U{6 10~<i~<7}, 
j=l 
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and cycles in C1 and C2 are cycled modulo 8, with subscripts fixed: 
C1 (01,02,03,21,04,43), (01,12,33,21,44,73), (01,22,14,33,42,54), 
(01,32,74,03,52,34); 
C2 (01,42,13,41,54,33), (01,52,63,41,34,03), (01,62,64,63,22,44), 
(01,72,24,13,32,04). 
Example 3.2. There exists a partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle system of order 25. Let 
V = {ij [ 0~<i<~4, j = 1,2,3,4,5}. Then, cycling i modulo 5 (with subscripts j fixed), 
take C -- C1 U 6'2 as follows: 
Cl (01, 11,22,34,31,05), (01,02,03,22,32,35), (01, 13,23, 14, 15,43), 
(01,33, 14,42,34,44), (02, 13,25, 15,34,45), 
C2 (01,21,02, 11,05,03), (01,22, 13,33,44,23), (01, 14, 12,25,04,24), 
(01,34,25,43,35, 15), (02,22,45, 12,33,34). 
Now let v -y- 1 (mod24); so say v = 1 + 8(3n). 
If n is odd, there is a Kirkman triple system of order 3n (and so a GD(3, 1,3; 3n)). A 
suitable decomposition then arises from the construction (section 2), using GD(3,1,3;3n) 
and partitionable decompositions of K25 (Example 3.2) and K8,8,8 (Example 3.1). 
If n is even, we may use GD(3, 1,6;6(n/2)), which exists for n>/6, together with 
suitable decompositions of K8.8,8 and K49 (see the Appendix for the latter). 
Finally, when n = 4, v = 97. We use a GD(4, 1,3; 12) together with suitable de- 
compositions of K25 (Example 3.2) and K8,8.8.8 (Example 3.1). 
Next, let v - 9(mod24), v > 9; so say v = 1 + 8(3n+ 1). There exists a 
GD({3,4},l,{3,4};3n + 1} for n :~ 2,3 (see Lemma 2.3 of [7]). There also exist 
partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle systems of K8.8,8 and of K8,8,8,8 (Example 3.1), Also 
there are partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle systems of orders 25 (Example 3.2) and 33 
(see Appendix). The result, for n ~ 2,3, now follows from the construction. 
Finally, when n = 2, v = 57 and when n = 3, v -- 81. The former case is given in 
the Appendix; the latter one is an isolated open case at this stage. 
Thus we have 
Theorem 3.3. There is a partitionable 2-perfect 6-cycle system of order v if  and only 
if v - 1 or 9 (mod24), v > 9, except possibly v = 81. 
4. The  ease  m = 8 
4.1. Partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle systems 
For the general (non-partitionable) case, see [1]. 
For the partitionable case, we require the order v to be 1 (rood 32). So let v = 32n+ 1. 
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(a) If n ~ 1 (mod3), then 4n _~ 4 (rood 12), and there exists a resolvable S1(2,4,4n) 
design, and hence a GD(4, 1,4; 4n), for all n -- l(mod 3). The general construction then 
uses partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle decompositions of K33 (see Example 1.1 ) and K8,8,8,8 
(see the Appendix). 
(b) If n - 0(mod3), then 4n -- 0(modl2). There exists a GD(4,1,12;4n) for 
n~> 12. The general construction then uses decompositions of K97 and/£8,8,8,8 (see the 
Appendix). 
The isolated cases 193 and 289 (when n = 6 and 9 respectively) remain, and are as 
yet unsolved. 
(c) Finally, let n -- 2 (mod3). l fn is even, let n = 6s+2. Then v = 32(6s+2)+ 1 = 
8(24s + 8)+ l, and the construction uses a GD(4, 1,8;24s + 8), which exists for all 
s, together with suitable decompositions of K65 and K8,8,8,8 (see the Appendix for 
these). 
If n is odd, let n = 6s + 5. Then v = 32(6s + 5) + 1. From a partitionable 2-perfect 
8-cycle system of/£8.8.8,8 we may obtain one of K32,32,32,32, using a GD(4, 1,4; 16). 
Then a modification of the general construction (with 1~<j~<32 instead of l~<j~<8), 
together with a GD(4, 1, {2,5"};6s + 5), s~>3 (see [2]) and partitionable 2-perfect 
8-cycle systems of K65 and g161 (see the Appendix) show that, for v = 32(6s + 5)+ 1 
with s ~> 3, there is a partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle system of order v. 
Finally, when s = 1, v = 353, and when s ~ 2, v -- 545. The former case re- 
mains open; in the latter case, since 545 = 1 + 8.68, we may use a decomposition of
K8.8.8.8, a GD(4, 1, {8,20*}; 68) (see [1]) and decompositions of K65 and KI61 (see the 
Appendix). 
Thus we have 
Theorem 4.1. There is a partitionable 2-perfect 8-cycle system of order v if and only 
([ 'v-  1 (mod32), except possibly 193, 289 and 353. 
4.2. 3-perfect 8-cycle systems 
Here we consider both partitionable and not-necessarily-partitionable systems. In the 
latter case, the expected spectrum, from the necessary conditions for a 3-perfect 8-cycle 
system of order v, is that v ___ l(mod 16). 
First we give some examples. 
Example 4.2. There are 3-perfect 8-cycle decompositions of KI7, K33 and K4.4. 
(a) For KI7, let V = ~17 and let C be 
{(0, 1,3, 13,8, 12, 15,9) + i] 0~<i~< 16} 
(b) For K33, there is a (partitionable) 3-perfect 8-cycle system. Let V = ~33; then 
take CI t_)C2 as follows, cycled modulo 33: 
C1 (0,1,3,6,18,10,19,14), CE (0,4,14,8,1,12,32,15). 
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(c) For K4.4, a (partitionable) 3-perfect 8-cycle decomposition is given by 
V = {1,2,3,4}U{5,6,7,8}, and C1 = {(1,5,2,6,3,7,4,8)}, C2 = {(1,6,4,5,3,8,2,7)}. 
Now we take the element set V, of order v = 16n + 1, to be 
{oe} U {(i,j) ] 1 <<.i<~4n, 1 ~<j~<4}. 
We use a (trivial) GD(2,1,4;4n), n>~2, on the set {1,2 . . . . .  4n}. Let V be 
{~} U {(i,j)I 1 <~i<~4n, 1 ~<j~<4}. Then for each group {il,i2,i3,i4} of the GDD, on 
{~} U {(ix, y) I l~<x~<4, 1~<y~<4}, place a suitable decomposition of Kl7. And for 
each block Ca, b} of the GDD, on {(a,j) I l~<j~<4} U {(b,j) ] 1~<./'~<4}, place a 
suitable decomposition of K4,4. 
For partitionable 3-perfect 8-cycle systems, the spectrum is tv I v -= 1 (mod 32)}. 
The construction is similar to the above, noting that, when v = 16n + 1, n is always 
even; a GD(2, 1,8;4n) is used, for n>~4, and then decompositions of K4.4 and K33. 
Those decompositions given in Example 4.2(b) and (c) are partitionable. 
Thus we have 
Theorem 4.3. The spectrum for 3-perfect 8-cycle systems is the set of integers con- 
gruent to 1 (mod 16). 
The spectrum for partitionable 3-perfect 8-cycle systems is the set of integers 
congruent o 1 (mod32). 
Appendix 
In this appendix, each /-perfect m-cycle system of a graph G is given as (V,C), 
where V is the vertex set of G, and C is the collection of cycles, partitioned as 
C1 u C2. 
2-perfect 6-cycles: 
K33: V = {/j [ 0~<i~< 10; j = 1,2,3}. C1 U C2 as follows, with i cycled modulo 
11, subscript j fixed: 
C1 (01,11,8692,21,03), (01,02,83,11,23,43), (01,22,52,83,92,32), 
(01,42,62,23,63,53), 
C2 (01,21,101,73,22,63), (01,51,02,63,41,92), (01,82,12,22,03,102), 
(01,33,93,72,73,103). 
K49: V=~49. C1U C2 as follows, cycled modulo 49: 
C1 (0,1,3,7,20,31), (0,5,15,42,7,33), 
Cz (0,6,14,7,47,17), (0,12,27,7,4,25). 
K57: V = {ij I 0~<i~<18; j -- 1,2,3}. C1 uC2 as follows, with i cycled modulo 
19, subscript j fixed: 
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C1 (01,11,113,71,22,143), (01,21,51,91,12,02), 
(01,81,52, 171,03, 13), (01,32,82,03,153,63), 
(01,42,53,03,83,62), (01,92, 132,02,173,122), 
(01,182,183,102,163,93), 
6"2 (01,51, 13,91,93,22), (01,61,142,41,92,83), 
(01,71,103,132,42,101), (01, 12,143, 13,81,133), 
(01,152,182,162,181,173), (01,73, 112,182,72,163), 
(02, 33, 53, 83, 132, 43). 
2-perfect 8-cycles: 
K65: V = 165. C1 t.3 C2 as follows, cycled modulo 65: 
CI (0,1,3,7,12,19,27,40), (0,10,41,52,19,1,49,29), 
C2 (0, 12, 18,2,58,36,63,44), (0, 14, 17,59, 18,46, 11,50). 
K97: V = ~97. CI t J 62 as follows, cycled modulo 97: 
C1 (0,1,3,7,12,19,27,37), (0,11,24,40,5,81,31,59), 
(0, 14,44, 77, 5,22,45,65), 
6"2 (0, 15,21,48,8,59, 1 43), (0, 18,30,78,25, 1,35,26), 
(0, 19,50,21,18,59, 14,36). 
K161: V = 7/j61. C1U 6"2 as follows, cycled modulo 161: 
Cl (0,1,21,3,43,6,75,94), (0,4,27,10,51,1,82,11), 
(0,5,30, 17,56, 1,98, 52), (0,8,36,92, 1, 16, 118,65), 
(0, 14,48,86, 148,20, 103, 74), 
C2 (0,16,4,1,22,54,78,2), (0,22,64,3,75,124,67,9), 
(0,26,80, 146, 139, 112,33, 117), (0,30, 123, 10,61,121,90,47), 
(0,35, 160,72,27,33,96, 10). 
K8,8,8.8: V = {il I 0~<i~<7} U {i2 ] 0<<.i<~7} U {i3 ] 0~i~<7} U {i4 
Cl U C2 as follows, cycled modulo 8, subscripts fixed: 
Ct (01,02,03,04,32,51,23,34), (01,12,43,51,14,63,22,24), 
(01,32,74, 13, 61,34, 52,43), 
C2 (01,42,54,63,51,22,33,04), (01,72,24,41,43,22,44,23), 
(01,63, 12, 71,64, 72, 53, 14). 
[ 0~<i~<7}. 
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